
Sony DPS-M7F (or DPS-F7M) project
(i.e. two units into one, at a flip of a switch!)

The story

One day I bought a used Sony DPS-M7 Sonic Modulator, a rack unit capable 
of some excellent sound processing effects. Every time I buy a new music toy, 
I browse the web for anything related to it; since the DPS-M7 is part of a 
family of products which included three other units, I downloaded all I could 
find for the other models too!

I haven't found any service manual for the M7, but I found a very small service 
document for the DPS-F7 model, which is an absolutely weird processor: it 
offers filtering effects (including a vocoder), but it contains also a virtual 
analog drum module and (unique in the history for the Sony brand!) a virtual 
analog synthesizer!

The service note is so small because it doesn't contain all the service manual 
and schematics for the unit; it just lists the differences between F7 and... M7. 
And apart from the front panel, I discovered that the only difference between 
the two is the firmware EPROM installed on every unit! So the two model have 
exactly the same hardware, except for the firmware. That gave me the idea of 
this "project".

Note that I'm not a super-skilled electronic technician, so I can assure that it's  
an easy task to do for anyone who's able to do basic soldering jobs.

How does it work

I know it's not an easy explanation for non-tech people, so you are free to skip 
it and follow only the building instructions! ;-)
Skilled people don't need to read it too...

Basically, you just need to know that the firmware (i.e. the operating system) 
of the unit is written in a memory chip which is called an EPROM (Eraseable 
Programmable Read Only Memory), and these two Sony units use an EPROM 
chip of type 27C010 or 27C1001 (they have exactly the same formats and 
pinouts).

If you look at the pinouts of different EPROMs, you will discover that there are 
some types which differ only by a few pins, i.e. there are some pins unused in 
chips which have less memory space, but they are basically compatible in case 
of replacements; this may be done by just connecting the additional pins to 
ground or voltage, depending on which part of the bigger memory you wish to 
be read by your hardware.



[some EPROM pinouts comparison]

Therefore, if you install on a DPS-M7 or DPS-F7 device a 27C020 or 27C2001 
EPROM (that is double the size of the original chip), containing both operating 
systems in different halves of the memory, you may switch between the two by 
just connecting alternatively a single pin (number 30) of the EPROM to ground 
or to +5 Volts, because in that way you will instruct the hardware to read the 
right half (lower or upper) of the memory.

Sorry for the long description... especially if you're already skilled enough to 
know all this stuff!

Building instructions

Things needed:

– an empty 27C020/27C2001 EPROM

– firmware binaries of Sony DPS-M7 and Sony DPS-F7 devices (see 
links at the end of this document)

– an utility to join files (under Windows I use the excellent freeware 
"HdX"; see links)

– an EPROM burner unit, or someone who has it and can write an EPROM 
chip for you...

– a panel-mountable switch of type SPDT (Single Pole, Double 
Throw), on-on (i.e. no center position); you may decide to use 
something different, but a switch is definitely needed

– three pieces of insulated wire (I suggest different colors; I used 
white, yellow & red only because I had it already available at home...)



– soldering tools, screwdrivers, chip extractor tool (for removing the 
original EPROM), tools for making a hole where you will mount the 
switch, etc.

"Software" operations:

1) With the utility of your choice, create a joined binary file using the two 
firmware binaries of M7 and F7; I suggest you to put the firmware of 
your "real" unit in the lower part of the resulting file (e.g. If you have a 
DPS-F7 to be "expanded" to M7, put the binary of F7 in the lower part 
and the M7 in the upper part): I'll tell you later why...

2) Burn the new EPROM with this binary file. End of soft work!

"Hardware" operations:

• Disconnect your DPS device from power supply line by removing its 
power cable, then unscrew and remove its upper panel; keep all the 
screws in a safe place: you won't regret it.

• Identify the place where you're going to mount the external switch; I 
chose a place in between the "remote controller" serial ports on the back 
of the rack unit, at the left side.

[switch mounted on back panel]



• I chose to take the +5V from a very useful (at least to me, cause it's 
easily accessible for soldering!) pair of jumper wires, placed very near 
the EPROM chip; on the unit's motherboard, look for the jumper marked 
JW101 or JW102 (they are both fine for the job), near the EPROM chip 
socket which is marked as IC512.
Follow the red wire on the picture below.



• Measure the distances between the mounting point of the switch, the 
EPROM chip, the jumpers described above for +5V, and a grounding of 
the chassis (I chose a hole near the PSU area for this scope).

[follow the white wire to find my grounding link!]



• Prepare three pieces of wire having enough length (a little more is 
better...) for the connections described above.

• Extract the original EPROM, which is inserted in a socket; I prefer to use 
a dedicated extraction tool, but if you're brave enough you may use 
some flat screwdrivers with extreme care, for not breaking the pins of 
the chip! Put this chip in a safe place for eternity (more or less).

• Take the new EPROM chip, and gently bend the pin number 30 
horizontally. Yes, do it! Carefully, slowly, or you will need to burn 
another one if the pin breaks! I used a small nipper to do this.
Be careful for any static charges from your hand.

• At this point I carefully drilled the hole for the switch on the back panel 
of the rack unit; I started with the smallest hole I could do (1mm drill 
bit), then enlarging it gradually up to the needed size (6,5mm drill bit); 
since you may decide for a different way of mounting the switch, I'm not 
going to explain in detail how to do this part of the job, which was a little 
dramatic to me...

[begin of the drilling job, using some paper tape as minimal protection;  
sorry for the scarce picture: I was nervous!]

• Now the soldering job: first, I soldered the three wires to the switch and 
mounted it on the panel; then I soldered one by one the three wires on 
the other side.

I think it's time to tell something more about how the switching works:

- the central pole of the switch must be wired/connected to the 
EPROM pin number 30, which selects the right firmware to be read 
(addressing line A17, for tech people).

- the two "external" poles of the switch must be wired/connected one to 



ground and the other to +5V; in other words, these two lines will be 
alternatively connected to the central pole thru the switch, activating the 
desired selection.

- keep in mind that +5V will select the upper part of the firmware binary 
written on the EPROM, while ground will select the lower part: depending 
on how you prepared the joined binary, you'll know which "unit" will work 
according to the position of the switch.

OK, back to soldering...

• Take the center wire coming from the switch (the yellow one, in my case) 
and solder it to the bent pin 30 of the EPROM chip, then wait for a while 
and when the soldering is stable you can insert the chip in its socket; 
look at the correct insertion side, and take good care of the bent pin!
You may optionally put some insulation tape under/around the bent pin, 
to avoid any risk of unwanted contacts behind it.

• Solder one of the two wires coming from the external poles of the switch 
to the grounding point, and then the other to the jumper(s) described 
above.

• Now you may verify the whole soldering job and connections and switch 
with an electrical tester.



If you correctly did the soldering jobs, you finished the hard work! Now it's 
time to play wth your new "Jekyll & Hyde" sound processor.

Use it!

• Warning: don't flip the switch while the unit is powered on; just do 
it when it's off, otherwise it won't make you feel happy...

Also, keep in mind that every time you will change the status of the 
switch, the internal "user presets" memory of the device will be 
reset completely, therefore you could loose any customised settings of 
the device; do your backups and reload via MIDI if/when needed. If you 
only use the factory presets (which are not deletable), then no problem!

• Do not reassemble the cover yet; plug the power cable into the device 
and turn it on. Which "personality" is booting? Take note of it, so you 
may later do some "labelling" of the relevant side of the switch, telling 
which model is active.
Is everything fine? Good!

• Turn off the device, set the switch to the other position and turn it back 
on; do you see the other "personality" taking life? Veeery good!

Final notes

First of all, in case you're worried about your precious hardware: the only two 
operations which may be a little "risky" for your Sony unit are the soldering 
of the wire which goes to the jumpers (because it's the only soldering 
done on the mainboard), and the drilling of the hole in the back of the 
rack unit for mounting the switch.
The soldering of the ground wire is not that critical, and you may even find a 
non-soldering way of connecting it in a stable way!
And if you hurt the new EPROM when you bend its pin or solder it to the wire 
coming from the switch or in any other way, well... you may just burn another 
one so it's not a big deal.
Always keep the original EPROM in a safe place, as a "revert" option.

Just in case you wonder, the other two Sony DPS-_7 units (DPS-R7 reverb and 
DPS-D7 delay) cannot be modified in this way: they are very similar but not 
exactly the same as the other two; I'm still investigating all the differences 
they have: maybe one day I will manage to do a dual R7+D7 unit, or a quad-
firmware unit using a 27C040/27C4001 EPROM and a quadruple switch knob! 
I'll let you know...

Now I owe you a final explanation: why should we burn the upper half of the 
new EPROM with the operating system of the "other" unit, i.e. not the one I 
"really own"?



That's because you may test your new EPROM (and expecially the operating 
system of the unit you didn't own) before doing the whole job of wiring, 
soldering, drilling and so on! :-)

This is possible because on the mainboard the pin 30 of the EPROM 
socket is connected to +5V, therefore if you insert the new chip instead of 
the original one, the unit will boot using the upper part of the EPROM memory, 
ignoring the lower part. So if you wish to test the other operating system, just 
replace the EPROM, turn on your device and enjoy your display showing the 
other personality of the Sony board. Then re-extract the EPROM and proceed 
with the "real" job whenever you're ready to do it. Got it? ;-)

I know that this document is very long if compared with the "real work to do" 
for having the job done; I'm absolutely sure that somebody with the right 
knowledge won't need to read it completely to know what to do for achieving 
the right result, but I detailed everything for anybody who's not that skilled.
Thanks for your attention and have fun with your switchable processor, as I do!

Claudio "SerialSinger" Falcone
www.facebook.com/TheSerialSinger

PS: you may contact me via e-mail at serialsinger@gmail.com; please put 
"Sony DPS series" or something similarly meaningful on the subject, so that 
you won't be lost in the spam.

Useful links

HdX utility (for Windows PC):
http://www.mh-nexus.de

Music firmware binaries repository (great page, Vincent!):
http://www.dbwbp.com/index.php/9-misc/37-synth-eprom-dumps
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